Ultrastructure of the cell wall regeneration of isolated protoplasts of Skimmia japonica thunb.
Isolated protoplasts obtained from leaves and from stem callus cultures of Skimmia japonica were cultivated for 72 h to regenerate a new cell wall. During this process the structural changes in the protoplasts and at the surface of the plasmalemma were studied in ultrathin sections and after freeze-fracturing and deep-etching.The cultured protoplasts show an apparent increase in cell organelles compared to the freshly isolated protoplasts. In particular, mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, and ribosomes, many of them appear as polysomes, become numerous. Moreover, special connections between the ER and the plasmalemma are visible. Most important are the fracture faces of the plasmalemma with two different arrangements of membrane-bound particles: (1) particles in hexagonal arrays and (2) rows of ca. 14 particles. Their orientation usually conforms with that of the regenerated microfibrils of the cell wall. According to these results the following model for microfibril synthesis and orientation in higher plants is proposed: While the cytoplasmic activity is involved in the production of cellulose precursors and enzymes, the hexagonal arrays may respresent specialized regions for the outward passage of these cellulose precursors. The rows of membrane-associated particles may function as a linear enzyme complex (matrix) for microfibril biosynthesis and orientation.